chip, cast & tinker!

creativity with wood, concrete, wire netting, ropes and more!
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Bending birch twigs
Practical shelf
Cast pots or a birdbath
Small concrete birds etc
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Doing things yourself is timely and getting more popular and
trendy. Do you also like to create and fix things in your home and
garden? Then this is the book for you!

M

ake a practical shelf for all your bits and bobs, or a wooden box on
wheels. Cast new pots for the garden, give your concrete bowls an
inside of porcelain or weave a lovely basket of rope. Try some new
techniques like burning wonderful patterns into wood.
Here there are both small and bigger projects using different materials. More
than twenty projects are shown with step-by-step instructions, you need only
check the handbook to see how you do it.

Crafts basket
Cast a seeds container
Porcelain makes the inside
Re-use planks
Make a box of wood
Re-use jars

About the author

Box for thread
Tools wallhanger

Camilla Arvidsson is a photographer,
designer and writer. She has had many
books published, among others on the art of
concrete casting, which have sold in several
editions and been translated into other
languages. She has been a regular in Swedish
magazines with her own DIY projects.

Hypertufa
Cast simple flagstones
Make a storage box of wood
Burn patterns
Rope basket or bowl
Quick fix: tie a hanging flower
pot or lamp
Rope pot
Make a spice rack of wood
Braid store
My mobile – mini woodcarving
Handbook – do it like this
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